Numbers

The numbers are repeating in history with the pandemic of China:

- 1720: The plague of Marseille that killed 100,000.
- 1820: A cholera pandemic that killed 100,000.
- 1920: The Spanish flu that killed 100 million.
- 2020: The Chinese pandemic, which shows all the signs of being made in a weapons lab.

Note that the dates repeat every century and the claimed death tolls are stated to be multiplies of such. The enemy makes a big deal out the number 100 in their occultism. It's 10 to its own power. In the Jewish Bible the number is 10 plagues on Egypt by their "god", and in Kabbalah 10 to its highest power is 100.

The Coronavirus is an Enemy Attack

HPS Maxine has written about the year of the Rat and how this plague was planned to connect into the same dates in history that started with the year of the Rat. They do this to connect into Karmic patterns and attempt to tap that energy into their workings to manifest more power. This also relates to the mass mind. The enemy uses these events along with their curses to connect the energies together and manifest their curses to create a situation to bring this about, along with physical planning. The two work together. The enemy is attempting to create a major pandemic.

The enemy uses letters as numbers, which connect into the energies of their thoughtform and the frequency of each number. What this means is, the numbers also show the curses of the enemy manifesting, and they show where the energies are manifesting. It leaves behind the occult crawl print, which is why the enemy attempts to keep this knowledge from the population.

42 is the number of the Jewish thoughtform. The Jews use this to manifest their curses. The number 42 is encoded into the Tefillin. The fourth shin letter is 42 and this letter is also the wrath of the Jewish god which the Bible is about. This includes plagues. The Tefillin cube is about manifesting the power of the Jewish thoughtform of YHVH and in Kabbalah it relates to Malkuth, the material world, which is where the Jewish rabbis call down the energies from the astral, or Kether, into Malkuth, the material, to direct their curses. This is what the 42 is for. It is the cross of Malkuth, the symbol of bringing the energy of the Jewish thoughtform into manifestation, which is the symbol of the number 6, and 42 adds to 6 in Kabbalah.
On the first day of the Chinese New Year, the year of the Rat, the Chinese leader announced that 42 people had died in China. Rat in gematria is 42. The word 42 written out is 142, and the term Coronavirus is 142. The term "Year of the Rat" is also 142 and the first stated case in America was put in the Jewish media in the 42th second state of Washington. In addition, the first case of this virus confirmed was on 1-21-20, a date which adds to 42.

Remember that these curses the Jews are throwing to attempt to manifest this ritual into a global pandemic is also connecting through the mass mind of tens of millions of Christian golems. This includes China, in which there are tens of millions of Christians. This is the enemy’s attempt to open the doors to bring this about through the unconsciousness mass mind.
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